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Abstract 

Given the increasing adoption of the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership Common Data Model             
(OMOP CDM) in Europe for observational research, OMOP CDM has become the main harmonization              
platform for diverse data sources in the EU Innovative Medicine Initiative (IMI) programme             
BigData@Heart. The CALIBER research platform containing structured linked electronic health records           
from three national sources (primary care, hospital care and mortal registry) is one of the participating                
data resources. The main challenge was to preserve CALIBER’s ability to implement disease phenotypes              
defined across all presented data sources as these differ in their data structures as well as terminologies                 
used. The aim of this study is to evaluate the quality and consistency of a transformation process from                  
CALIBER to OMOP CDM from both syntactic and semantic perspective. 

Research Category (please highlight or circle which category best describes your research) 

Observational data management, clinical characterization, population-level estimation, patient-level        
prediction, other (if other, please indicate) 

 

Introduction 

CALIBER is a research resource1 of reproducible phenotyping algorithms built on data consisting of linked               
electronic health records (EHR) from three national sources: Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD)             
primary care data, Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) hospital admissions data and Office for National              
Statistics (ONS) mortality and socioeconomic data. CALIBER implements validated rule-based          
phenotyping algorithms, using specific terminologies to describe diseases, biomarkers and lifestyle risk            
factors in EHRs. Specifically, the native encodings for diagnostic and procedure codes used for these               
phenotype definitions are Read V2 codes for CPRD data, International Classification of Diseases 10th              
revision (ICD-10) and OPCS Classification of Interventions and Procedures version 4 (OPCS-4) codes for              
HES data and ICD-9/ICD-10 codes for ONS data. Additionally, drugs and measurements / laboratory tests               
used in CPRD data are encoded by bespoke data set fields (CPRD product codes and CPRD entity types                  
respectively). In comparison with other studies focusing on a single source2, 3 our study evaluated a                
transformation of all three data sources at once. For a transformation we used a subset of CALIBER data                  
containing patients diagnosed with heart failure (HF). 

 

Methods 

We designed an Extract Transform Load (ETL) process based on existing and validated mappings              
consisted of syntactic mapping where data from 20 source tables were mapped onto 10/14 (CALIBER               
does not contain specimen and/or free text data)clinical data tables of CDM version 5.24 and semantic                
mapping translating source codes into vocabularies supported by OMOP CMD (Table 1). ETL process was               
executed over data extracted from 20 source tables for a cohort of 502,723 patients identified with HF.                 
The testing strategy consisted of direct querying the raw CALIBER and OMOP CDM databases,              
generating descriptive statistics and comparing the results. This study was approved by the Medicines              
and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency Independent Scientific Advisory Committee (protocol          
reference: 17_015R). 

 

 
 



Table 1. Mapping of source (CALIBER) to target (OMOP CDM) vocabularies. 

Source vocabulary Intermediate mapping Target vocabulary 

Read / ICD10 / ICD9 / OPCS4 native SNOMED-CT 

CPRD Product gemscript, DM+D RxNorm 

CPRD Entity Type JNJ_CPRD_ET_LOINC5 LOINC 

CPRD Units native UCUM 

 

Results 

We converted a total of 1,099,195,384 rows of data. 356 patients were lost due an invalid observation                 
period window. Losses in data fidelity were caused by quality of source data or by incomplete mappings                 
(Table 2 – mapping coverage). Overall, the majority of source data terminologies were mapped              
successfully (avg. mapped events 92%) with non-laboratory tests displaying the lowest percentage of             
successful mappings (54%). 

 

Table 2. Mapping coverage for disease and drug clinical terminologies used (ET – Entity Type) 

  Total unique 

terms in 

terminology 

Total 

mapped 

terms (%) 

Unique terms 

used in events 

Used 

mapped 

terms (%) 

Total unique 

events 

Total 

excluded 

events (%) 

Total 

mapped 

events 

(%) 

Read 111163 82.13 67 886 97.58 320328788 0.22 97.42 

ICD-9 6519 99.98 495 100 13130 0.92 100 

ICD-10 17934 85.85 10158 90.44 31905144 0.01 99.09 

OPCS-4 11000 99.01 8474 99.45 8453813 0 99.88 

Drugs 66970 60.09 40647 62.53 264589509 1 92.67 

Units 287 45.29 22 72.72 27036 1.55 99.95 

ET - Lab. results 259 51.35 245 54.28 125581411 0.59 54.06 

ET - Test 324 97.22 324 97.22 151645201 12.24 98.16 

 

Conclusion 

Structural as well as syntactic mapping was successfully evaluated from the perspective of mapping              
coverage. Evaluation of data consistency for disease phenotypes is underway. 
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